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Abstract
This study explored power relation of Jokowi as mayor of Solo City and his efforts to create inclusive populist policies in the case of street vendors’ arrangement and resettlement of people on the banks of Solo River. Specifically, this study explores how Jokowi build his relations with many actors, namely, how the relations can be established, who were they, how were the relationships between Jokowi and CSO (Civil Society Organization) and CSA (Civil Society Activist) as the agencies with serious interest in pursuing reform, and how these relations contribute to achieving local reform agenda. By using qualitative approach with case study strategy as the methodology, this study was conducted from December 2010 to early 2012 and obtained some results as follows: there are some strong enough relations between Jokowi with state and non-state actors, which exist as the attempt to overcome the structural constraints (limited human resources) and because of the similar agendas between Jokowi and those actors (especially with CSO and CSA), and that the relations (with CSO and CSA) are proven effective in helping to achieve local reform agenda progressively. The study also refines Tilly’s theory (1978) on several aspects, namely: the variant of member and challenger, the radical challenger, and neutral, and that the positions of challenger or member are not permanent (depend on the issues).
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I. INTRODUCTION

While noting that not all regional heads are capable of seeking reform even with the same authority (article 21 of Law No. 32/2004), the authority factor (hard power) proved inadequate to drive a change. Needed soft power such as courage, capability to make a change, capability to innovate, including the capability to build relation with multi-actors to create reform (Bulan, 2013); or what Tanri Abeng (2012) called as Seven C of leadership power sources, namely: clever, courageous, competent, clean, committed, carrying, dan communicative.

One of those is related to the ability to build relationships with multi-party, which is based on the preliminary study conducted the author as one of the success factors of Jokowi-Rudi in creating local reform agenda in Solo. This was done through a number of activities arisen from the Javanese tradition popularized by the term SLJJ, namely: sonjo (friendship), layat (go to the person whose family members died), Jagong (meet the invitation), and Jagongan (discussion or deliberation). If the activities of sonjo, layat, and jagong are conducted in the form of coming to the people or figure (come to invitations of wedding, circumcision, and to intentionally do Friday prayer and Maghrib prayer in certain Islamic boarding school (pesantren) or mosque; jagongan is conducted in the form of formal activities of “Rembug Kampung” (public communication forum at village level), “Rembug Kuto” (public communication forum at city level), “Mider Projo” (going around the city) every Friday morning, Reflection of Joko-Rudi (annual event to hear the opinion or assessment of people on the performance of City Government), or “Meet Mister Meyer” (talk show between Mayor and High School students held in coordinating with Solo Radio).

In addition, Jokowi also developed what he called as FGD (Not Focus Group Discussion but Forum Group Discussion), which is a forum where Jokowi interacts with multi-stakeholders. If the activities of SLJJ are intended to determine the
conditions in the field (gathering public aspiration), FGD is conducted to formulate alternative solutions/policy on a variety of issues that require immediate attention or that received widespread attention.

About why those things are done, Jokowi said that he realizes the limitations of his knowledge (and bureaucracy) to the problems or policies that will be put forward.

“For example, we want to establish a market. I don’t know anything about the market. What are the problems? What are the issues? If we want to establish a market, what is the direction of the door? How many kiosks it needs? I don’t know. The persons who know about all these are the vendors as the actors. Then we get them to talk with us. We gather them. Then they give us alternatives. There is alternative one, two, three... I just want to execute the chosen alternative...” (Interview with Jokowi on December 30, 2010).

In the preliminary study was also found Jokowi’s special relation with a number of Civil Society Activists (CSA) in Solo City, which is done by involving them in the management of power (making them the inner-circle), “I have an expert staff of non-civil servant, special staffs unknown to the public, which often gives voice (input, author) to me. This one over here is still bad, the not good enough is over here ...” (Interview with Jokowi on December 30, 2010). Jokowi referred them as non-formal expert staffs because there are no formal ties which show the rights and obligations of each party in the relation.

As for why the relation can be established, it is because of Jokowi’s dissatisfaction against bureaucratic work which, according to him, prefer to deliver the information wanted by the leader and not the real information about the condition of the field. “... Bureaucracy tends to only deliver good information ... So that I’m happy ... While in fact I want to know the real conditions ...” (Interview with Jokowi on December 30, 2010).

Although community involvement in the decision-making process as done by Jokowi is actually a conventional thing, in fact it has become a new trend in public service management such as the New Public Service, which is a model of public service management that gives priority to the need to study is increasing given the change in relation management between actors (structural or non-structural) post-reform. For example, changes in the relation between regional head and DPRD that is relatively equal while before DPRD is positioned to be part of the local government; as well as state relation with the CSO and CSA, which now does not always appear in the vis a vis format.

Although there are a number of studies on the relations between the actors, very few studies that specifically addressed the relation of the regional head with multi-actors and more specifically with the CSA. One that is somewhat relevant is the study of the relation between actors in Jembrana District (Jembrana Health Insurance innovation case or JKJ) and Kebupen District (Village Fund Allocation case or ADD), conducted by AKATIGA (2009). But while exposing multi-actor relations, including relation with regional head, the standpoint of the study is more on non-state actors (CSO and CSA) considering the study was conducted within the framework of the strengthening of civil society.
Other studies worth mentioning are the study by Suharko (2005), which discusses the relation of NGOs with the government in developing democratic governance by taking the case of the implementation of Social Safety Net (JPS) program, the study by Ganie Rochman (2002) about the role of NGOs (advocacy) amid authoritarianism of New Order, the study by Eldridge (1995) who tries to find an overview of the core values and aspirations of NGO and the operational relations with their assisted groups as well as their interaction with government agencies, as well as study by Hadiwinata (2003) who conducts an analysis of strategic changes that occur on local NGOs (including their relationship with the state) as a result of changes in national political conditions.

However, considering that those studies were conducted during the authoritarian regime of New Order, the studies tended to put non-state actors (in this case the NGO) in a central position while the state was depicted as negative figure (bad state), namely as the side that did not support the democratization process (restrict the movement of people and non-participatory). Considering that post-reformation the emergence of good state began to develop as a new phenomenon, the study to explore the role of government (especially regional head) in driving a change becomes more important to be conducted.

Another thing to be considered is that the existing studies emphasize more on the analysis of the relationship between state actors (regional government, DPRD, and bureaucracy) with institutional actors (NGOs and CBOs) and less on the involvement of individual actors such as the instigators of civil society or civil society activist (NGO activists, leaders, professionals, academics, etc).

Given the occurrence of the increasing role of individual actors phenomena as the positive impact of democratization (cases of Refli Aaron, Macica Mochtar, etc.) as well as the impact of information technology development (case of coin for Prita), the study on the relation of regional heads and multi-actors, including individual actors, is perceived more as a necessity. Related to that then (one of) the formulation of research problems of this study is how the relation between local actors in the process of reform in Solo City. Related to that issue, the research is conducted in two selected cases (arrangement of street vendors and resettlement resident banks of the Solo River) and performed within certain limits (multiple bounded systems) are the peculiarities of the social system, culture and politics Solo and a certain time, in this case the leadership as Solo Mayor Joko Widodo (2005-2012) (Cresswell, 2007: 73). The study began in June 2010, when the author of the relation.

II. Method

The study is conducted using a qualitative approach, which is to explore the relation between regional head and multi-actors in the effort of the regional head as reform main actor to achieve changes (Creswell, 1994). While it refers to the four traditions of sociology (Berger, 1963), the study focused on trying to understand the actor's action (social action), which is the pattern and consequences of the actor's action, both intended and unintended consequences of purposive human action, in this case the action of regional head actor to build relation with multiple actors in order to achieve his development agenda.

Social practice is presented through the depiction of holistic reality conditity with the collection of words based on detailed reports of informants arranged with scientific background (Creswell, 1994), which includes detailed and accurate information on the phenomenon being studied, the background and context of the situation, the documentation of the running process or mechanism, as well as clarifying the running stages and finding an effective relation model (Newman, 1999: 21-22).

Data collection is conducted with the case study method given that the researcher intends to understand the issues in depth, which is explored through two selected cases (arrangement of street vendors and resettlement resident banks of the Solo River) and performed within certain limits (multiple bounded systems) are the peculiarities of the social system, culture and politics Solo and a certain time, in this case the leadership as Solo Mayor Joko Widodo (2005-2012) (Cresswell, 2007: 73). The study began in June 2010, when the author of the relation.
conducted a preliminary study in order to obtain a complete picture of the condition of the field and reinforce the developed assumptions, until the need for data requirements was sufficient in December 2012.

The theory used to understand the dynamics of power relations between the regional head and multi-actor used by the researcher is the Polity Model, which is the first part of the model of collective action (Tilly, 1978). The Polity model describes the interaction between group with a group of collective action consisting of the population, a government, one or more contender where there are members or supporters and challenger or the opposition, a policy (a collective action that occurs between members of the government), and one or more contender where there are member or supporter and challenges or opposition, a policy (a collective action that occurs between members of the government), and one or more coalition.

Regarding the relation between regional head and multi-actors as described in the polity model (Figure 1), it occurs because of the efforts of member and challenger to compete for a position in polity, in order to exercise control over resources with the aim of increasing ownership of resources. By using the available resources, the challenger looks for ways to be “pushed” into the policy, while member tries to take the fight in order to secure its position. That contestation allows the shift of position, so that those who initially become opposition may turn into member and vice-versa, member can be challenger, or if they get out of the policy, its relationship with the government can be “stretched” or “away” (e.g. from the ring one to bring two).

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Referring to the Polity Model (Tilly, 1978) about the existence of parties that become member and challenger in the context of power management (policy), there are a number of actors with whom Jokowi build his relation, both in the effort to reform in Solo City in general and in the case of the arrangement of street vendors and transfer of population from the banks of the Bengawan Solo River.

For relations with state actor (Deputy Mayor of Solo, bureaucracy in Solo City Government and Solo City DPRD), the relation is relatively with little change, although with slightly different levels of support. The highest support is given by Rudy as Vice Mayor, who since his early work “help” Jokowi in an all-out manner. Bureaucratic support is one level below it, because even though bureaucracy is formally responsible for carrying out the action reform of regional head, but the internal resistance of bureaucracy is still found (in the case of street vendors is the Office of PPKL which later became the Department of Markets and street vendors as well as municipal police; while for the transfer of population from Bengawan Solo river bank are Bapermas, DTRK, DPU, municipal police). The resistance which occurs due to changes in the approach is done by the main actors of reform (Jokowi) on policing approach to empowerment approach and from violence approach to non-violence approach. Regional head's own approach is required to “conquer” the bureaucracy so that it is willing to work in line with expectations and ways as set by regional head (Jokowi), namely by showing exemplary; socialization of the vision, mission, and the policy to strive for; up to rather forcefully action in the form of bureaucratic mutation (executed by Jokowi to four urban-village heads and a district head). Besides, resistance also occurs because Jokowi make rooms for parties to become challenger to discuss the policy, even make room for policy changes, which for bureaucracy cause discomfort (policy is considered unable to be implemented quickly, policies that are unpredictable or uncertain, and some bureaucrats consider it causing the dignity or authority of the bureaucracy weakened).

DPRD, especially those from the PDIP faction, are members whose support quality is equivalent to Rudy, given their position as the supporting political party. However, because the DPRD is also faced with a position as power control (supervisory function), in the practice of critical actions such as inquire and question the reform policy of regional head, also found coming from the PDIP faction.

While legislators from non-supporting parties, considering that street vendors become a crucial issue in Solo City, nearly all have a single attitude that is to approve policies. Some of the objections submitted by DPRD are more related to the amount of the budget that should be allocated from the budget for the implementation of the policies and critical view of the relocation technical fix (arrangement of street vendors). Therefore, it can be said that there are no extreme differences between the attitudes of supporting and non-supporting political parties (both are in the position of the member) despite different levels of support (support of PDIP faction is a level higher than the support of other factions). For the case of transfer of population from the banks of the Bengawan Solo River, the condition is somewhat different, in which the resistance of DPRD in the early stages is relatively little strong, although not up to showing the opposing attitude, both from PDIP and not-PDIP. Related to that, DPRD is more appropriate to be positioned as a critical member, which is the member who is critical of the most dominant stance as a supporter (member). Another thing is if in the early stages of reform the critical attitude is relatively high (although lower than the attitude of support), at the final stage of reform, the
critical stance declined considerably.

Then, how is Jokowi’s relation with the CSA, namely those by Jokowi are called non-formal expert staffs (PG, AN, and ES)? Jokowi’s relation with CSA relatively has not changed in because from the beginning they are positioned as a member, even the major supporters of Jokowi (inner circle). The full support that is mainly given because of agenda compatibility between the CSA and Jokowi, so that CSA is willing to provide full support despite not getting any resources or economic profit, even they stated of not wanting the support provided with the “pay” with practical economic interests.

The “exchange” for the support is given by Jokowi more by placing them as key partner; specifically as a place to ask questions, discuss, and even laments, which is possible given that the CSAs who became the informal expert staffs are those who have experience (competencies) and quite good support base on the issues that top Jokowi’s reform agenda (including the issue of street vendors arrangement and transfer of population from the riverbanks).

Relation change is more visible on Jokowi’s relation with CSOs. If at the beginning of reform most of the CSOs are in a position of the challenger, with the reform policy reform, they are undergoing drastic changes with the number of NGOs move to become a member. The change happens because of the reform agenda similarity between Jokowi’s agenda and CSO’s agendas, namely to pursue inclusive populist policy both for street vendors and people of Bengawan Solo’s Riverbanks, which are generally the groups assisted by CSO. Besides, the approach of the reform’s main actors that is willing to open a discussion space (sharing of power) by making some policy changes to accommodate the interests of NGOs (and their target groups), make a number of NGOs willing to shift from challenger into the member. Additionally, the change is also due to the help of a number of NGOs which already joined as a member.

The illustration of Jokowi’s relation with multi-actors in the case of street vendors as well as transfer of population from riverbanks in the early stages, which is before the reform policy is implemented and after the policy is implemented, can be seen in Figure 2.

Furthermore, also found some parties that keep their distance from the existing relation pattern taking the position outside the policy as conducted by university that despite actively contribute its ideas but do not position itself as the party that supports or rejects and the mass media (Daily Solopos) which although actively make room for opposition parties, more in terms of maintaining the balance of news, namely the need to cover both sides in the news and not for the support to the opponents; and therefore, it is also why the media gives the same space to the Mayor and Deputy Mayor. The media seems to maintain its independence on the conflict.

Another important point is the relation between the government and multi-actor that is not permanent in the sense that for a certain policy, it may be that a particular actors choose the position as member but decline the other policies, although...
there are also those who remain as member on many occasions (bureaucracy, CSA and Deputy Mayor) and likewise with the challenger. For example, some of the challengers to the street vendors’ relocation policy turn into the member, but for the implementation of the new local regulation as the substitute of Regulation No. 8/1995 (mainly related to the imposition of fines and Solo ID Card for street vendors), the majority still took opposing positions. After street vendors’ relocation policy, there is still a challenger, namely the street vendors who had followed the relocation but eventually returned to the road (become street vendors again), which occurred when their business failed and regard it as a result of the street vendors’ relocation policy.

Referring to the Polity Model (Tilly, 1978), which stated that the people involved in the management of power are located in two extreme poles (member and challenger), this study shows that in the two cases studied, the relations are always dichotomous. There are actors outside both positions, which are neutral or keep their distance.
from the source of power; as is done by academics and professionals as well as mass media.

In addition, there are those who play on two feet, namely critical member (as done by the Solo Consortium) and cooperative challenger (as done by KOMPIP). In contrast to the position of the CSA which relation is built to support the work of regional head, Solo Consortium is seen playing on two legs, namely between member and challenger with the tendency as a member. On various occasions, the Solo Consortium hugely support (as actors) the policies of Jokowi, including in the process of increasing participation of sectoral groups in development (musrenbang sectoral issues) as well as mentoring of village development activities by citizens through PPMK fund, which is a continuation of advocacy provision of the previous block grants (in Slamet Suryanto’s period) fought by Solo Consortium so that eventually could be developed in Solo. Besides, the personnel of Solo Consortium, namely Remy Samuel Rory, is “placed” in Solo Consortium to oversee poverty reduction policies, by becoming the Secretary of TKPD.

However, a critical attitude of Solo Consortium remains visible, including in the process of street vendor local regulation revision and a critical attitude of TKPKD towards poverty mitigation policies in Solo. TKPKD, for example, developed its own poverty indicators for Solo City based on BPS poverty indicators (become 25 indicators from the existing 14 indicators), with the assumption that more indicators need to be built according to the factual conditions of Solo.

In addition, in many occasions, TKPKD freely exposes the increased of poverty in Solo City, which in some cases can be a sensitive issue because it is associated with the less good performance of local government. In the process of the past Jakarta gubernatorial election, for example, the competitors of Jokowi launched the increasing number of poverty as exposed by TKPKD as evidence of Jokowi’s “failure” in building Solo. Therefore, the author supposed that although as a member (as the actors of Jokowi’s programs and policies), Solo Consortium actually does not really position itself as a member but also as a challenge, with the dominant position as a member.

Related to the proportion by Tilly (1978) which stated that the relation of the member with the party with the authority to resources due to the consideration that member can access resources, in the context of Jokowi’s relation with CSAs, then the resources as mentioned by Tilly are interpreted in the broadest sense. Not only as economic resources, but also in the form of non-material factors among which is the idea of change (change movement). Another factor that is also important is related to Jokowi’s willingness to work hard in carrying out his responsibilities as a regional leader, his willingness to be an example of the idea to fight for, as well as the strong commitment shown in the fight for the interests of the poor. It became a magnet that causes the CSAs willing to work to help Jokowi so that Jokowi is not only positioned as having the legal-rational authority with formal authority, but also an actor who has charismatic power and hence deemed worthy of “assisted.” Helping Jokowi even considered a “sacred duty,” which gives satisfaction (award) the actors.

In addition, if Tilly stated that there will be the possibility of conflict between the member for the contestation of power (fight over influence, fight over more share of the resources), it is not proven on Jokowi’s relation with CSA. There is never a conflict between the three CSAs to compete for resources (financial benefit) because the three of
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those do not want to take economic advantage out of the relations. Besides, the conflict does not occur because the CSAs mutually understand each position (contribution) in relation to Jokowi, namely: ES as the discussion companion of Jokowi to political issues, PG for relations with the community and the media given his experience as a reporter, and AN in the context of helping Jokowi in branding Solo.

Eventually, the most important finding of this study is related to the relation with CSA that is proven effective in helping the state to deal with a number of opposition. With the help of CSA, Jokowi is proven able to "tame" challenge, either through the help of experience sharing, the action of technical assistance in field execution, as well as with the expansion of networking (NGO networking). In addition, the support of regional deputy head, who is formally responsible for helping work of regional head, is also proven to be reliable; namely in the form of political power back-up and the ability to "subdue" the radical opposition groups as well as the thugs who interfere with the process of reform.

Regarding the ideal model of the relation between regional head and multi-actors in local reform developed by the author based on the model by Tilly (1978) and the result of the study, it can be seen in Figure 6. As seen in the figure, regional head and regional deputy head are a solid team with relatively equal relationship (partners and not subordinate) given that despite formally deputy regional head is positioned as aiding the task of regional head, in practice he can serve as a strategic member with his political support, energy, and ideas.

Referring to the practice of reform in Solo, one of the strategies to maintain harmonious relations is to do a clear division of roles between the regional head and regional deputy head. Although in Law No. 32/2004 normatively mentioned the main tasks of the regional head and regional deputy head, but in practice, the role executed by regional deputy head is highly dependent on unilateral decisions of the regional head. Therefore, it is no wonder that in practice, there are quite many regional deputy heads whose function is as the spare tire (just become functional when the regional head is not in place or unavailable as stated in Law No. 32/2004 paragraph g) or, if they are given any responsibility, it is just for the type of non-strategic tasks, both politically and administratively (positioned as the "helper" of regional head as mentioned in article 26, paragraphs a and b, of Law No. 32/2004).

With regards to the cases of broken joint venture that have reached the alarming levels (according to Gunawan Fauzi, in 2012 reached 93.85 percent), the factor of regional head’s unreadiness to share the authority with the deputy head is one of the reason why the relation between regional head and regional deputy head is often problematic. This is compounded by the attitude of positioning deputy head as the rival for the nomination in the following period, which is often the reason why regional head does "castration" on the role of the regional deputy head. The "searching" process of candidate who often takes place within a very short time (conducted just months before the nomination) and without the process of harmonization between the two (i.e. personal suitability and vision and mission equalization), becomes the reason why the pair of regional head and regional deputy head is not really solid (cohesive) to cooperate in pursuing reform. It is compounded by the basic consideration of a candidacy that is often orientated on tactical-pragmatic interest (electability, popularity, and the candidate’s ability to fund campaign activities) instead of the more substantively ideological considerations such the similarity of idealism and vision and mission to be fought.

Referring to the practice in Solo, personality aspect of regional head and deputy regional head actors becomes the factor that influences whether the harmonious relation between the two of them is maintained or not. Although Jokowi and Rudy in some aspects actually have many differences, their combined ability to manage or resolve conflicts enables the tension due to the conflict can be reduced or maintained not to damage their relations. For example, although both Jokowi and Rudy have the tendency to not be bound by formal procedures, but Jokowi and Rudy have different approaches to problem solving. For instance, Jokowi relies more on professional works (handling the tasks to people who are professionally accountable), while Rudy relies more on handling the tasks to someone who has particularly close relations with him and PDIP.

It is understandable given the background of the two is different: Jokowi who was a businessman is familiar with professional work while Rudy who was a long-time functionary of political parties (even became the Chairman of the DPC of PDIP), is orientating towards aspects of political considerations. However, with a clear division of responsibilities, each side (both Jokowi and Rudy) tried to tolerate attitude differences that occur. For the placement of bureaucracy HR in urban villages and district as well as the monitoring and work evaluation of districts and urban villages, for example, Jokowi did not intervene too much and handed over the responsibility completely to Rudy. Jokowi preferred to concentrate on the development agenda with a variety of innovation programs to be developed and will take intervention measures if there is an indication of irregularities or will lead to counter-productive on the reform efforts being developed (the case of mutation issue of subdistrict and village heads by Jokowi who were considered
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"mbalelo" or disobedient in implementing reform agenda).

Beside regional deputy head, the regional head also needs other strategic members who could be positioned as the inner circle, which can consist of individual actors (CSA, experts, practitioners, and others) as well as institutional actors (NGOs, community organizations, professional organizations, and other civil society organizations). Inner circle originally are those who are willing to work to support the efforts of the regional head to create reform agenda on the foundation of idealism (non-profit oriented), so it can also be referred to as an inner social circle.

The importance of the voluntarism and idealism aspects is significant given the two things, referring to the reform in Solo, are important factors that led to the relation between regional head and a variety of individual actors that are positioned as the inner circle which correlates with the embodiment of the reform agenda. In practice, the inner circle actors of the regional head are generally filled by those who are engaged because of the consideration of political aspects (political inner circle), such as filled with campaign team or party which is considered able to negotiate with region head to promote the interests of supporting a political party. Therefore, the support given by inner political circle is generally more oriented towards political achievements (the capitalization of power), which is not always relevant to the reform objectives, even can be counter-productive in manner.

Bureaucracy as the driving engine of bureaucratic has the position of the inner administrative circle, which gives full support to the administrative aspects of power management. Related to that, the politicization of bureaucracy is better to avoid since it could interfere with the working professionalism of the bureaucratic machine in implementing their basic duty.

Critical members or those who become members but still critical invoices are also required in order to maintain the consistency of the direction of change. Likewise with the cooperative challenger, which is the opposition that wants to open up communication with the government (either directly or through the inner social circle and inner political circle). They are needed to bridge the government with the challenger who tend to oppose the policy. The relation of the cooperative challenger with challenger can help to achieve an agreement (simplify the negotiation process) between the government the challenger, in addition, to helping to catch (understanding) the aspirations of the challenger on government policy. As for the challenger, the relation is important because it can help them understand the objectives and benefits of the policy, as well as the constraints of the government.

DPRD's non-supporting factions generally take
a position as a challenger. Although the positioning of DPRD’s non-supporting factions in Indonesia actually do not really occupy a position of opposition (reject a policy but support other policy), but the presence of DPRD as an opponent needs to be built, despite the refusal must be guarded in the context of checks and balances and not rejection in political nature (politicking). The presence of impartial parties (neutral) in the process of “grabbing” resources because preferring to favor public interest (pro-poor) is also required as the “controller” of the running reform process. This role can be filled by mass media (as the fourth pillar of democracy) and the university as the reference center for knowledge.

Political and economic relations (especially with the purpose of remuneration for the support in the election process) can occur. However, because factually proven to result in transactional politics practices (political cartel) and the strengthening of the political oligarchy, it is better to avoid. Conversely, relation with the member that is built on the spirit of encouraging change (reform agenda embodiment) needs to be developed, because factually (in the case of Solo City) it is proven to be a positive contribution to support local reform.

In more ideal condition, the member of this category will be better if it is managed jointly by the actors of regional head and regional deputy head through an open process (in the determination of who is involved and the reasons for choosing) and can even be done with community involvement (participatory) so “wild” deals of transactional politics can be avoided. Those involved could come from personal networking of the actors of head and deputy head of the region, but my twill is better to be supplemented with public suggestions so that it represents the interests of the wider audience. The concrete form of this member is some kind of senior council or city council, or can also be a discussion forum for city development. Regarding whether the format of the forum or the city council is formal or non-formal, open or closed, flexible or fixed, is highly dependent on regional conditions and specific needs. The principle here is how to make members work productively and effectively in support of the actors of regional heads (and regional deputy head) in creating the reform agenda.

IV. Conclusion

1. The relation with multi-actors is used by Jokowi as an effort to strengthen his ability in coping with structural constraints, including in the form of budgetary constraints, the availability of regulation, bureaucracy, and institutions readiness (such as the value system that does not support), etc. By developing a relationship with a number of actors, especially the CSO and CSA, the various existing limitations can be minimized. For example, Jokowi’s relation with CSA is able to fill the “inability” of the bureaucracy to work fast and work out of the box (innovative) because it is constrained by the existing procedural. The support of CSA overcome the obstacle, enabling more productive bureaucracy in pursuing reform. Non-formal approaches of Jokowi also made easier because he got the “knowledge” regarding the technical implementation through a process of discussion (sharing knowledge) with the CSA, which has been assisting the poor groups in Solo City.

2. Related to the efforts of regional head to enlarge the coalition (enlarge area policy) is characterized by the change of challenger into member (at least, the number of challenger is reduced), both in the case of the arrangement of street vendors, the resettlement of riverbanks residents, as well as in local reform process in general; and it becomes easier because of the following things:

a. The existence of aid from CSA positioned as an inner social circle (true loyalist members) who have no formal relationship with the regional head. CSA’s supports among other are manifested in the form of ideas, technical assistance of action workmanship in the field, owned networks, as well as the political support of the forces under its authority. Besides, the existence of CSA which is a respected figure (senior) among NGOs (especially PG and ES) in Solo City, caused the efforts to be easier. Although the two do not specifically condition directly, but with the delivery of information from the authority holder through the oral of CSA, the delivery of information becomes easier and effective to turn into support.

b. The effort to “tame” challenger’s opposition also becomes easier because of the suitability (although within certain limits), the agenda of the struggle (the idea of change) between the challenger and Jokowi. Given the problems of poverty (and economic inequality) has long been a chronic problem in Solo City of which occurred because of discriminatory policies as well as the omission of the poor, almost all NGO make poverty, in this case, the fulfillment of economic, educational, and other social rights (ECOSOC) of the poor, the main issue of their claim. Thus, when Jokowi came with the idea of change to defend the poor, the policy did not get any serious rejection except some NGOs with somewhat different views about what they interpret as defending the interests of the poor. For instance in the context of the arrangement of street vendors, they looked at relocating as the action that did not favor the interests of the poor because it got rid of the poor from the city center for the fulfillment of other group’s interests (through the policies of city planning, garden making, regional arrangement in locations where the street vendors were previously located). However, because the existence of this
group was not too significant, it did not become a meaningful distraction.

c. Moreover, because of the tendency of contenders (challenger and member) to coordinate their actions with or without the government's role, the rejection of these groups can be addressed through communication and interaction between them (challenger and member). Moreover, because the challenger and member in Solo City generally know each other given Solo City is relatively small, even they generally have been cooperating as a team (in the era before the leadership of Jokowi).

d. The intervention of various programs from donors led to the maturity of attitude among the activists of civil society (including NGOs) in Solo City, among other is marked by their readiness to accept differences (not lead to conflict, at least open conflict). NGO of Solo City even gather in the “big house” named Solo Consortium, so that efforts to influence the challenger to change their position into member is not a difficult thing to do. Meanwhile, the various community groups and organizations of the poor are also relatively well-organized, which assembled in SOMPIS under the coordination of KOMPIP (NGO).

3. This study enriches the Polity Model (Tilly, 1978) in some of the following things, namely: there are actors who chose neutral position in order to maintain professionalism and neutrality, there are member variants and challenger from the most extreme to the more soft support or opposition, there is challenger who does not want to turn into member because of ideological considerations or because of the availability of alternative resources.
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